A new parametric approach, termed the Wilshire equations, offers the realistic potential of being able to accurately lift materials operating at in-service conditions from accelerated test results lasting no more than 5000 hours. The success of this approach can be attributed to a well-defined linear relationship that appears to exist between various creep properties and a log transformation of the normalized stress. However, these linear trends are subject to discontinuities, the number of which appears to differ from material to material. These discontinuities have until now been (1) treated as abrupt in nature and (2) identified by eye from an inspection of simple graphical plots of the data. This article puts forward a statistical test for determining the correct number of discontinuities present within a creep data set and a method for allowing these discontinuities to occur more gradually, so that the methodology is more in line with the accepted view as to how creep mechanisms evolve with changing test conditions. These two developments are fully illustrated using creep data sets on two steel alloys. When these new procedures are applied to these steel alloys, not only do they produce more accurate and realistic looking long-term predictions of the minimum creep rate, but they also lead to different conclusions about the mechanisms determining the rates of creep from those originally put forward by Wilshire.
I. INTRODUCTION
TO reduce fuel consumption and CO2 emissions from power plants, new high-temperature alloys are required to resist the increase in temperature and pressure needed to raise plant efficiencies. However, at the design stage, information must be available on the stresses to which multiple batches of these new alloys can sustain without creep fracture occurring within 100,000 hours at the service temperatures. [1] Unfortunately, with the traditional parametric, numerical, and computational methods, long-term strengths cannot be predicted by extrapolation of short-term property sets. Consequently, at present, protracted and expensive long-duration test programs are necessary to determine the 100,000-hour creep rupture strengths, with a reduction in the 12-to 15-year ''materials development cycle'' being defined as the number 1 priority in the 2007 UK Energy Materials-Strategic Research. [2] In response to this problem, over recent years, a new approach-the Wilshire equations-has been devised, which appears to allow accurate long-term strength values to be obtained by extrapolation from accelerated short-term measurements. The last 5 to 6 years has seen the appearance in the literature of this methodology applied to a wide range of materials used for high-temperature applications in the power generation and aerospace industries in an attempt to verify the validity and accuracy of this approach. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Specifically, 100,000-hour strength estimates have been produced by analysis of multibatch data lasting up to only 5000 hours for a series of ferritic, bainitic and martensitic steels for power and petrochemical plant and titanium alloys used in aeroengine blades and disc.
The Wilshire equation takes the form r=r TS ð Þ¼exp Àk 2 _ e m :exp(Q where _ e m is the minimum creep rate, T the absolute temperature, r the stress, r TS the tensile strength, R the universal gas constant, Q Ã c the activation energy for self-diffusion, and k 2 and v further model parameters. This equation provides a sigmoidal data presentation such that _ e m fi ¥ as (r/r TS ) fi 1 (provided v < 0), whereas _ e m fi 0 as (r/r TS ) fi 0. Wilshire and Battenbough [3] proposed a similar expression to Eq. [1] for the stress and temperature dependencies of the time to failure, t f , and time to various different strains. The parameters k 2 and v appear to be dependent upon stress (and possibly temperature) for many steel alloys.
This approach can be contrasted to the traditional power-law expression for modeling creep properties as a function of stress and temperature, _ e m ¼ Ar n expðQ but once again the unknown parameters (Q Ã c and n) change with test conditions. In this approach, the variation in n and Q Ã c with test conditions is traditionally explained in terms of differing creep mechanisms being dominant at different stresses and temperatures. For example, a transition from n % 4 to 1 is traditionally taken as evidence of a change from dislocation to diffusional creep processes as stress diminishes. Likewise, when creep occurs by diffusion-controlled generation and movement of dislocations, a fall in the activation energy below that associated with lattice self-diffusion is interpreted either as (1) deformation behavior being increasingly controlled by preferential diffusion along dislocation cores at low temperatures within a high stress regime or (2) deformation behavior being increasingly controlled by stress-directed vacancy flow along grain boundaries at low temperatures and stresses.
However, the results obtained from using Eq.
[1a] have led authors such as Wilshire and Scharning [4] and Wilshire and Whittaker [5] to suggest that the parameter instability observed in k 2 and v is not the result of a change from dislocation to diffusional creep processes. Instead, and depending on the material under investigation, they choose to interpret the observed changes in k 2 and v as being one of the following:
(1) The result of particle coarsening associated with long test durations at lower stresses; (2) A result of a change from creep occurring from the generation of new dislocations within the lattice structure itself to creep occurring from the movement of dislocations pre-existing only in the grain boundary zones as a result of a low stress level.
The fact that Eq.
[1a] has been remarkably successful in being able to predict creep lives at operating conditions from highly accelerated tests of short duration and over a wide range of materials is taken by these authors to be strong evidence to support this view.
As an illustration of this point of view, consider two steel alloys. Figure 1 (a) summarizes the results obtained by Wilshire and Scharning [4] in their 2008 study of 1Cr-1Mo-0.25V steel using the NIMS [9] database on this material. As can be seen from this figure, there appears to be one break point (and, therefore, two creep regimes) where the values for k 2 and v change, but according to the authors, the activation energy remains unchanged. By studying the metallographic evidence obtained by NIMS, [10] the authors found that little or no change was observed in the as-received bainitic microstructures when hardness reductions were small, whereas distinguishable increases in carbide size were apparent when the hardness values fell off rapidly. Furthermore, only modest falls in hardness were observed in the high normalized stress range, with rapid harness reductions occurring in the low normalized stress ranges. Thus, the unchanging activation energy quoted by the authors is taken to mean that creep is determined by behavior within the crystal lattice. Then the changes in k 2 and v reflect differences in the rates of creep strength reduction caused by the evolution of the tempered bainitic microstructure in the low normalized stress range. This causes creep rates to be much higher in the low stress regime than would be predicted by relations prevalent at higher stresses.
Thus, in Figure 1 (a), the larger carbide particle sizes present at low stresses (where the test duration is long) means that at a given stress, creep rates will be greater than those predicted from relations that hold at higher stresses. Hence, the steeper slope of the best-fit line shown in Figure 1(a) is below a normalized stress of around 0.4. Despite this, and as clearly seen in Figure 1(a) , the presence of these distinctly different stress regimes does not prevent the accurate prediction of creep lives out to over 100,000 hours using only data up to 5000 hours for the purpose of parameter estimation.
In their study of 2.25Cr-1Mo steel, Wilshire and Whittaker [5] identified three different values for v and k 2 that corresponded to high, medium, and low stress regimes, as seen in Figure 1(b) for the MAF batch of materials within the NIMS [11] database on this steel alloy. For this material, these authors again suggest that no transition takes place from dislocation to diffusional creep with decreasing applied stress. Instead, dislocation creep processes are rate controlling at all stress levels, even though the detailed dislocation processes vary in different stress regimes. Thus, with 2.25Cr-1Mo steels, the creep and creep fracture properties differ above and below r % r Y (where r Y is the yield stress). According to Wilshire and Whittaker, [5] when r > r Y , so that the initial strain on loading has both elastic and plastic components, creep is controlled by the generation and movement of dislocations within the grains where the activation energy is highest.
In contrast, when r < r Y , so that the strain on loading has essentially only an elastic component, new dislocations are not generated within the grains. Instead, creep occurs within the grain boundary zones, i.e., by grain boundary sliding or diffusion along existing dislocations and grain boundaries with associated deformation in the grain regions adjacent to the boundaries (where the activation energy is lower). Hence, the creep rates when r < r Y are slower and the creep lives are longer than expected by direct extrapolation of _ e m data obtained when r < r Y . Another change in creep and creep rupture behavior occurs when r approximately equals 0.2r TS . With this material, the original ferrite/bainite microstructure degrades to ferrite and molybdenum carbide particles in longterm tests at the highest creep temperatures, with coarse carbide particles forming along the grain boundaries. This carbide coarsening reduces creep strength in the matrix allowing diffusion to occur within the grains once again where the activation energy is higher. In these cases, because of the loss of creep resistance caused by this transformation, the _ e m values are larger when r < 0.2r TS than would be predicted by extrapolation of data collected at intermediate r levels. These authors have provided similar explanations for the observed breaks in other power-generating materials as well.
Yet, despite the simplicity of these types of explanation and the accuracy of predictions of creep life made using this approach, the methodology has always been presented (with Figures 1(a) and (b) being a typical visualization of the approach in the literature) showing an abrupt change in parameter values at precise values for the normalized stress. This suggests that at this normalized stress, the cause of creep deformation suddenly changes from being 100 pct controlled by dislocations within the bulk to 100 pct determined by dislocations within the boundaries. Yet such changes are known to occur gradually, with a gradual transition, say, from deformation being controlled by the bulk to being controlled within the grains as stress falls below a critical value.
This article, therefore, has two main aims designed to enhance and further formulize the Wilshire methodology. The first is to modify the Wilshire methodology to allow for a gradual rather than abrupt change by using the approach first put forward by Evans, [12] but to generalize this approach to allow for more than one ''regime'' change. Second, a statistical test is presented that enables the number of regime changes or breaks present in the creep data to be determined. Such a statistical test is not as straightforward as it first sounds, because under the null hypothesis of no regime change, some of the parameters in the Wilshire equations are not actually defined. As a consequence of this, the distribution of any test statistic for this null hypothesis is nonstandard, as maximum likelihood (or least-squares) theory is no longer directly applicable. Interestingly, the modified Wilshire methodology proposed here provides a neat solution to this problem of testing for regime change.
II. MODIFIED WILSHIRE EQUATIONS

A. Two Competing Creep Deformation Mechanisms
To develop the proposed modification of the Wilshire equations, it is first helpful to rewrite Eq. [1a] in the following way:
with y being the natural log of the minimum creep rate, [4] and Wilshire and Whittaker [5] were found by plotting ln[e m AEexp(Q Ã c /RT)] against ln(-ln(r/r TS )) for (a) 1Cr-1Mo-0.25 steel forgings for rotors and shafts and (b) 2.25Cr-1Mo steel tubes.
minimizing the sum of these squared residuals. Consider next the simplest scenario where the data have at most just a single break or two distinct creep mechanisms or regimes. In such a situation, Eq. [2] can be written as
where, for example, b 1 is the value for b under one creep mechanism and b 2 the value for b under the other creep mechanism. The terms u 2 are the residuals associated with the Wilshire model that has two creep regimes. The value for w determines how much of the overall minimum creep rate is determined by a particular mechanism. So, when w = 0.5, two different creep processes (for example, dislocation movements within grain boundaries vs dislocation movements within the bulk) contribute equally toward the overall minimum creep rate. Then, as w tends to unity (and so 1 À w 1 tends to zero), the creep rate is increasingly determined by just one of these creep mechanisms. When w = 1, the creep rate is determined 100 pct by a single mechanism. In effect, w measures the dominance of a particular deformation mechanism. While it is unclear exactly how w varies with the normalized stress, it must be the case that w tends toward 1 as r/r TS increases. While this could happen in a linear fashion, a more general representation would allow for a nonlinear transition between the regimes:
where x Ã 1 is some critical value for the normalized stress, namely, that normalized stress where creep rates are equally governed by the two competing mechanisms (i.e., where w = 0.5). The specification given by Eqs.
[3a] and [3b] is similar to the threshold models used quite commonly for modeling time-series data, and the reader is referred to Tong [12] and Martin et al. [13] for a good review on how to identify and estimate the parameters of such models. Writing the determination of w in this way has the clear advantage that the traditional Wilshire equation can be recovered from this respecification. That is, if b 1 is large (typically larger than 500), the S-shaped sigmoidal curve given by Eq. [3b] becomes extremely steep around x Ã 1 and essentially appears as a steplike function at this point, leading to an abrupt regime change, which is how the Wilshire equations has been applied up until now. That is, as b 1 increases, Eq. [3b] approximates to the step function
However, the main advantage of Eq.
[3b] is that unlike a step function implied by the traditional Wilshire model, w is differentiable and this provides a means for statistically testing whether such a regime change exists in the first place.
Equations 
When the model is expressed as in Eq.
[3d], a simple estimation procedure for the unknown parameters can be used. First, arbitrarily choose a value for b 1 and x
. This makes w an observable variable in Eq.
[3d] so that the parameters of this equation can be obtained by regressing y on a constant, x 1 , x 2 , w, and the cross-products wx 1 and wx 2 (this is just multiple linear least squares where the value for u 
B. Three or More Competing Creep Deformation Mechanisms
There are a number of ways to generalize Eq. [3d]. One is to allow for mechanism changes at more than one normalized stress level, as suggested by Wilshire and Whittaker when studying data on 2.25Cr-1Mo steel. The second is to allow the mechanism to change at various stress and temperature levels as is typically portrayed in traditional creep deformation maps. Such an approach was considered by Evans [14] and will not be discussed further in this article. In the former approach, Eq. [3a] would generalize to
with proportion w 1
: :
with proportion
where u 3 are the residuals when there are p different creep mechanisms that predominantly come into operation at p À 1 different normalized stresses. For example, consider three possible creep regimes that occur within different normalized stress ranges. Equation [4a] simplifies to
and with x ÃÃ 1 being the normalized stress associated with another creep mechanism starting to dominate the process of deformation. Equation [4c] allows the intermediate regime to phase in as the regimes on either side start to take on a less dominant role.
III. STATISTICAL TEST FOR REGIME CHANGE
A. Two Competing Creep Deformation Mechanisms
By testing jointly that the parameters (a 2 -a 1 ), (b 2 -b 1 ), and (d 2 -d 1 ) are all equal to zero in Eq. [3d], it becomes possible to determine statistically how many regime changes are present within the experimental data. A natural test statistic to determine whether these are zero (which is the null hypothesis) is to jointly test whether the parameters in front of w, wx 1 and wx 2 in Eq. [3d] are significantly different from zero. (Readers are referred to Vining and Kowalski [15] for a description on this joint test of significance.) However, the standard F-test normally constructed to carry out such a test no longer has an F-distribution, because the parameters b 1 [16] suggest focusing on the local asymptotics at b 1 = 0. This approach has the advantage of yielding a test statistic with a standard distribution under the null hypothesis. Alternatively, Hansen [17] proposes a solution based on local asymptotics at a 1 = b 1 = d 1 = a 2 = b 2 = d 2 = 0, which yields a test statistic whose distribution must be approximated by bootstrapping. Lee et al. [18] propose a test similar to Hansen' This article makes use of the first of these approaches. Let z = b 1 (x 1 À x Ã 1 ) so that under the null hypothesis of no regime change b 1 = 0, z = 0. The first three derivatives of Eq. [3b] with respect to z, evaluated at z = 0, are as follows:
¼ expð3zÞ À 4 expð2zÞ þ expðzÞ 6 expð2zÞ þ 4 expð3zÞ þ expð4zÞ þ 4 expðzÞ þ 1 z¼0
Using these derivatives in a third-order Taylor series expansion of w around z = 0 gives
Now the expansion of z 3 in Eq.
[5a] has terms x 1 , x 2 1 , and x 3 1 so that this function can be approximated by the cubic
This Taylor series approximation represents the local behavior of the function in the vicinity of b 1 = 0 and, therefore, provides a basis for a test of regime change. Substituting Eq.
[5b] into Eq. [3d] (and ignoring the residual term for the moment) gives a regression equation of the form
Under the null hypothesis of no regime change, there are no interaction terms and no quadratic, cubic, or fourth-order terms (as the values in parentheses are then zero) present in Eq. [5c]. Therefore, the steps required to perform a test of the null hypothesis that there is just one creep mechanism (i.e., no creep regime change) are as follows:
Step 1 Regress y on {1, x 1 , x 2 } (i.e., assuming no regime change as in Eq. [2] ) to get estimates of the residuals u 1 shown in Eq. [2] .
Step 2 Regress u 1 on {1,
Step 3 Compute the Lagrange multiplier statistic LM = NR 2 , where N is the sample size and R 2 is the coefficient of determination from the regression carried out in step 2. Under the null hypothesis that b 1 = 0 (i.e., no regime change), LM is asymptotically distributed as a v 2 variable with 6 degrees of freedom.
The intuition behind this test is that any important regime change excluded from the regression in step 1 will show up in the regression carried out in step 2 in the form of a high value for the coefficient of determination R 2 (and so lead to a large v 2 variable and the subsequent rejection of the null hypothesis). T is the sample size (T = 121). t has a student-t distribution with T -9 degrees of freedom. * Parameters are statistically different from zero at the a = 10 pct and above significance level. ** Parameters are statistically different from zero at the a = 5 pct and above significance level. *** Parameters are statistically different from zero at the a = 1 pct and above significance level.
B. Three or More Competing Creep Deformation Mechanisms
This test is easily generalized to three or more competing mechanisms by adopting a sequential estimation and testing procedure. Thus, the initial null hypothesis is for a linear model with a single creep mechanism, and this is tested against the alternative of a model with a single regime change (or two mechanisms) using exactly the same procedure as that outlined in Section III-A. If the null hypothesis is accepted, that is the end of this sequential procedure and there is just a single creep mechanism present within the data. If the null hypothesis is rejected at significance level a (where, a typically, is taken to be 5 pct), the new null hypothesis becomes a model with two creep regimes present, and this is tested against the alternative of a model with three regime changes, once again using a three-step procedure.
Step 1 Regress y on {1, x 1 , x 2, w 1, wx 1, w 1 x 2 } (i.e., assuming one regime change as in Eq.
[3d]) to get estimates of the residuals u 2 shown in Eq. [3d].
Step
Step 3 Compute the Lagrange multiplier statistic LM = NR 2 , where N is the sample size and R 2 is the coefficient of determination from the regression carried out in step 2. Under the null hypothesis of one regime change, LM is asymptotically distributed as a v 2 variable with 6 degrees of freedom. Accept the model with three different creep regimes if the null hypothesis is rejected at significance level, 0 < s < 1. Reducing the significance level compared to the preceding test favors parsimonious models. Choosing is left to the modeler, but s = 0.5 is a common choice.
This sequential estimation and testing is continued until the first acceptance of the null hypothesis. This yields the specification for the final model and determines the number of creep mechanisms generating the experimental creep data.
IV. APPLICATIONS
A. 1Cr-1Mo-0.25V Steel In order to apply the sequential testing procedure described in Section III to the 1Cr-1Mo-0.25V data shown in Figure 1(a) , it is necessary to first construct the residuals u 1 in Eq. [2] . Columns 2 and 3 of Table I show the estimates made for the parameters in Eq. [2] . The t values show that all the parameters are statistically significant at the 1 pct significance level with the value for d implying an activation energy of just over 300 kJ mol À1 . These estimates imply that the residuals u 1 are given by u 1 ¼ yÀ 23:2390 À 6:9101x 1 À 304:4505x 2 ð Þ ½ 6a
The second and third columns of Table II show the results obtained when u 1 is regressed on {1, x 1 ; x 2 ; x [5c] also suggests that this can only be so if there is a statistically significant change in either b 1 or a 1 or both, as then b 2 À b 1 " 0 or a 2 À a 1 " 0. This is true because by using the residual u 1 on the left-hand side of Eq. [5c] instead of y, the parameter b 1 is ''pulled'' (i.e., should be zero in the regression) from this equation during the regression. All these t tests are consistent with the estimates made of the parameters in Eq.
[3d] to be discussed further subsequently.
As shown in the second and third columns of Table II , the R 2 value is quite high at just over 64 pct. Consequently, the v 2 variable (TR 2 ), which tests the null hypothesis of no change in creep regime, is statistically significant even at the 1 pct significance level, meaning that the null hypothesis of just one creep mechanism can be rejected. Thus, there are at least two different creep mechanisms generating the minimum creep rates shown in this 1Cr-1Mo-0.25V data set.
To test for the presence of a third creep mechanism, it is necessary to next construct the residuals u 2 in Eq. [3d]. The last two columns of Table I , which tests the null hypothesis of one change in creep regime, is statistically insignificant (even at the 10 pct significance level). Thus, the null hypothesis of just one creep regime change cannot be comprehensively rejected. Thus, there are exactly two different creep mechanisms generating the minimum creep rates recorded within this 1Cr-1Mo-0.25V data set.
As briefly mentioned previously, the last two columns of Table I show the results obtained when the modified Wilshire model is applied to the 1Cr-1Mo-0.25V data shown in Figure 1 (a) with two competing creep mechanisms. These estimates are slightly at odds with those originally stated by Wilshire and Scharning and as summarized in Figure 1(a) . The last two columns of Table I reveals that the break appears to occur at a normalized stress of 0.47. While this is slightly higher than the value provided by Wilshire and Scharning (0.4), the main differences between their results and those shown in this article stem from the value for b 1 = 17.7 shown in Table I . This relatively low value gives rise to the sigmoidal curve shown in Figure 2 . As can be seen from this figure, a transition from a low to a high stress regime occurs not instantaneously at a normalized stress of 0.47 but gradually over a wider normalized stress range. At a normalized stress of 0.47, w in Eq. [3b] equals 0.5, implying that deformation is equally governed by two competing creep mechanisms. However, once the normalized stress falls to 0.3, deformation is predominantly determined by one of these mechanisms (w = 0.05 implies 95 pct determined), and once the normalized stress reaches about 0.6, deformation is predominantly determined by the other mechanism (w = 0.95 implies 95 pct determined). For this modified model to be equivalent to Wilshire's original specification, b 1 would need to be quite large (over 500) so that then the sigmoidal function in Figure 2 would become steep, essentially giving a sharp and rapid transition between these two regimes.
The values for d 1 and d 2 shown in the last two columns of Table I Table I ). This is consistent with the results shown in the first half of Table II , which show the parameter in front of x 1 x 2 to be statistically significant when using u 1 as the regressor variable.
This result is different from the original Wilshire and Scharning article, where the activation was quoted to be 300 kJ mol À1 at all levels of the normalized stress. This varying activation energy must also cast doubt on their explanation for the kink in the best-fit line shown in Figure 1(a) . For creep to occur predominantly by diffusion-controlled generation and movement of dislocations within the lattice structure only (with particle coarsening within the lattice being the cause of changing k 2 and v values), no matter what the stress level is, the activation energy should also be unchanging with respect to stress. Neither can the changing values for k 2 and v be attributed to a change from creep occurring from the generation of new dislocations within the lattice structure itself to creep occurring from the movement of dislocations pre-existing in the grain boundary zones only. Because then the activation energy would be lower at low normalized stress. This is not in agreement with the estimates made from the data where the opposite appears to be true-the sigmoidal curve shown in Figure 3(a) shows the activation energy increasing with decreasing normalized stresses. However, the activation energies shown in Figure 3 (a) are consistent with the traditional view that Nabarro-Herring diffusional creep becomes more dominant at lower stresses. This is further supported by the fact that in the NIMS data set, the lower stress tests are at the highest temperatures. If this is so, then 320 kJ mol À1 would be that activation energy for self-diffusion. The only way to explain the lower activation energy that is estimated for the high stress regime (which in the NIMS data set also corresponds to low temperatures) is to suggest that under this condition, the dominant creep mechanism is preferential diffusion along dislocations (without dislocation movement) or coble creep, i.e., stress-directed vacancy flow along grain boundaries.
There is also a statistically significant difference between b 1 and b 2 and between a 1 and a 2 , as revealed by the student-t values in Table I (in the a 2 -a 1 and b 2 -b 1 rows). Thus, the gradual switch in the deformation mechanism with stress is also associated with changing values for both k 2 and v. In Figures 3(a) and (b) , the values for Q Ã c , k 2 , and v are multiplied by the changing value for w shown in Figure 2 , to give an impression of how these parameters change with the normalized stress. As can be seen, the main changes in the values for these parameters takes place over the normalized stress range of 0.3 to 0.6. It is over this stress range then that the deformation mechanism driving creep switches. These changes drive the shape of the solid curve in Figure 3 
B. 2.25Cr-1Mo Steel
In order to apply the sequential testing procedure described in Section III to the 2.25Cr-1Mo data shown in Figure 1(b) , it is necessary to first construct the residuals u 1 in Eq. [2] . Columns 2 and 3 of Table III show the estimates made for the parameters in Eq. [2] . The t values show that parameters b and d are statistically significant at the 1 pct significance level, with the value for d implying an activation energy of nearly 200 kJ mol À1 . These estimates imply that the residuals u 1 are given by Table IV show the results obtained when u 1 is then regressed on {1, x 1 ; x 2 ; x 
T is the sample size (T = 31). t has a student-t distribution with T -3 degrees of freedom for Eq. 2 has a v 2 distribution with 6 degrees of freedom. T is the sample size (T = 31). t has a student-t distribution with T -9 degrees of freedom. *Parameters are statistically different from zero at the a = 10 pct and above significance level. **Parameters are statistically different from zero at the a = 5 pct and above significance level. ***Parameters are statistically different from zero at the a = 1 pct and above significance level.
significant change in both d 1 and a 1. Then a 2 -a 1 " 0 (leading to the parameter in front of x 1 , x 2 1 , and x 3 1 in the first half of Table IV being significantly different from zero), and d 2 -d 1 " 0 (leading to the parameter in front of x 1 x 2 in the first half of Table IV being significantly different from zero). All these t tests are consistent with the estimates made of the parameters in Eq.
[3d] to be discussed further later.
As shown in columns 2 and 3 of Table IV , the R 2 value is quite high at just over 91 pct, so that the v 2 variable (TR 2 ), which tests the null hypothesis of no change in creep regime, is statistically significant even at the 1 pct significance level. This, in turn, means that the null hypothesis of just one creep mechanism is rejected by the data. Thus, there are at least two different creep mechanisms generating the minimum creep rates recorded in this 2.25Cr-1Mo data set.
To test for the presence of a third creep mechanism, it is necessary to next construct the residuals u 2 in Eq. [3d]. The middle section of Table III shows the estimates made for the parameters in Eq. [3d]. These estimates imply that the residuals u 2 are given by
with w given by
The last two columns of Table IV show the results obtained when u 2 is regressed on {1, x 1 ; x 2 ; x Table IV also reveal that the parameter in front of x 2 1 x 2 is statistically different from zero at the 10 pct significance level. Eq. [5c] also suggests that this can only be so if there is a statistically significant change in the activation energy (as then d 2 -d 1 " 0). These t statistics, therefore, suggest that for this material, at least three creep mechanisms are at work. This is further confirmed by the R 2 value, which is quite high at just over 34 pct so that the v 2 variable (TR 2 ), which tests the null hypothesis of just two creep regimes, is statistically significant at the 10 pct significance level. This, in turn, means that the null hypothesis of just two creep mechanisms is rejected by the data. Thus, there are at least three different creep mechanisms generating the minimum creep rates recorded in this 2.25Cr-1Mo steel data set.
Although the results of testing the null hypothesis of exactly three creep regimes using this LM test are not shown here, the test leads to the acceptance of this null hypothesis, even at the 10 pct significance level. Thus, for this material, there appears to be three distinctly different creep regimes or mechanisms, and the parameter estimates of Eqs. Table III . These values give rise to the S-shaped and bell-shaped curves shown in Figure 4 .
As can be seen from this figure, a transition from a low to a medium stress regime and then from a medium to a high stress regime occurs, but not instantaneously, at normalized stresses of 0.26 and 0.42, respectively. Below a normalized stress of 0.3, about 90 pct of the deformation is governed by the first creep mechanism (summarized by the value for w 1 ). The remaining deformation is governed by the other two mechanisms. Then, at a normalized stress of around 0.30, the second mechanism dominates with about 80 pct of the deformation being controlled by this mechanism (as shown by the value for w 2 ). Beyond a normalized stress of 0.42, the third mechanism starts to dominate with around 90 pct of the deformation being governed by this last mechanism at normalized stresses of 0.55 and above (as reflected in the value for w 3 ). For this modified model to be equivalent to Wilshire and Whittaker's original specification, b 1 and b 3 would need to be quite large (over 500) so that then the sigmoidal functions in Figure 4 would become steep and the bell-shaped function compressed, essentially giving a sharp and rapid transition between the regimes.
The (Figure 1(b) , where the activation energy is given by the authors as 230 kJ mol À1 ). At normalized stresses, less than 0.2, w 1 is 0. 8 
insignificantly different from zero), the conclusion must be that the activation energy in this low stress regime is not different from that in the medium stress regime. This is different from the conclusion given by Wilshire and Whittaker, who maintain that the activation energy is much higher in this low stress regime (but they provide no statistical proof for this hypothesis). At normalized stresses above 0.55, w 3 is 0.8 or more in value, implying that the values for a 3 , b 3 , and d 3 in Eq.
[4b] are predominant in describing deformation and the minimum creep rate. The value for d 3 shown in Table III then implies an activation energy of approximately 400 kJ mol À1 , and because the t statistic on d 3 -d 2 is statistically significant, the conclusion must be that the activation energy in this high stress regime is different from those in both the medium and low stress regimes. This activation energy is much higher than that quoted by Wilshire and Whittaker, who maintain that the activation energy is around 280 kJ mol À1 in this high stress regime (Figure 1(b) ).
According to Wilshire and Whittaker, [5] when r > r Y , creep is controlled by the generation and movement of dislocations within the grains. This would require a high activation energy, which is consistent with the result described previously where an activation energy is estimated at around 400 kJ mol À1 . In contrast, when r < r Y , Wilshire and Whittaker suggest that dislocations are not generated within the grains. Instead, creep occurs within the grain boundary zones, i.e., by grain boundary sliding or diffusion along existing dislocations and grain boundaries. This requires a lower activation energy, which is consistent with the result described previously that an activation energy of around 230 kJ mol À1 is estimated for medium stresses. Wilshire and Whittaker then suggest another change in creep and creep rupture behavior occurs when r approximately equals 0.2r TS . With this material, they suggest the original ferrite/bainite microstructure degrades to ferrite and molybdenum carbide particles in long-term tests at the highest creep temperatures, with coarse carbide particles forming along the grain boundaries (which takes place in long-term tests at the highest creep temperatures). This then enables deformation, once again, to be determined by processes within the lattice structure, where the activation energy is greatest. While the results in this article suggest that a mechanism change does indeed occur in the transition from medium to low stresses, there is no significant increase in the activation energy. Contrary to the Wilshire explanation, this result suggests that creep is not predominantly determined by processes occurring within the lattice structure material, because the activation energy is highest within the bulk. It would seem instead that sliding or diffusion along existing dislocations and grain boundaries still predominates at these low stresses. However, coarsening of the carbide particles reduces creep strength further given the different stress relation shown in the low stress regime compared to that in the medium stress regime, i.e., allows creep rates to be much higher than would be predicted using relations that apply in the medium stress regime.
There are also statistically significant differences between b 1 , b 2 , and b 3 and between a 1 , a 2 , and a 3 , as revealed by the student-t values in Table III (in the a 1 -a 2 , a 3 -a 2 and the b 1 -b 2 , b 3 -b 2 rows). Thus, the gradual switch in deformation mechanisms with stress is also associated with changing values for both k 2 and v. In Figures 5(a)  and (b) , the values for Q Ã c , k 2 , and v are multiplied by the changing value for w i shown in Figure 4 to give an impression of how these parameters change with the normalized stress. As can be seen, the main changes in the values for these parameters take place over the normalized stress range of 0.2 to 0.5. The value of k 2 appears to continually increase with the normalized stress, while v is similar in value at the highest and lowest stresses with a temporary increase over the intermediate normalized stress ranges. The values for v at the end points (i.e., at points a and d in Figure 5a ) are similar to the estimates made by Wilshire and Whittaker in their original study, as can be seen by a comparison of Figures 1(a) and 5(a). However, the values for k 2 in this study appear a little larger in comparison.
Finally, the solid curves in Figure 6 show what the predictions given in Figure 5 look like in stress-minimum creep rate space. It can be seen that the predictions trace out well-defined smooth curves as the stress level varies. In contrast to this, the dotted ''curves'' show the predictions obtained when the weighting functions w 1 to w 3 are steplike in nature, which then closely corresponds to the original Wilshire-Whittaker specification for this material. The predictions at some of the temperatures are discontinuous due to abrupt changes in the activation energy and the functional relationship of the minimum creep rate with stress. These discontinuities do not make physical sense and lead to rather bizarre behavior. For example, at 873 K (600°C) and between 53 and 41 MPa, the minimum creep rate slows in a uniform fashion. However then, just before a stress of 41 MPa is reached, the model predicts the creep rate will suddenly increase even though there has been little change in the stress level. From a creep perspective, this makes little sense and reflects the incorrect specification of the way the activation energy changes with stress (in reality, it is gradual rather than abrupt).
V. CONCLUSIONS
This article has put forward a statistical test for determining the correct number of discontinuities to use within the Wilshire equations and also a method for allowing these discontinuities to change more gradually with the normalized stress level, so that the methodology is more in line with the accepted view as to how creep mechanisms evolve with changing test conditions. The new findings obtained using this modified methodology include the following 1. In their study of 1Cr-1Mo-0.25V steel, Wilshire and Scharning [4] worked with a constant activation energy of 300 kJ mol À1 and a change in the relationship between the minimum creep rate and the normalized stress that occurred abruptly at a normalized stress of 0.4. In contrast, this article found that the activation energy also changed with the normalized stress. Further, these changes occurred gradually over a normalized stress range of around 0.3 to 0.6. This changing activation energy, in turn, casts doubt on the authors' view that the changing values for k 2 and v were the result of particle coarsening associated with long test durations at lower stresses. 2. In their study of 2.25Cr-1Mo, Wilshire and Whittaker [5] worked with an activation energy that was lower for midrange normalized stresses (230 kJ mol À1 ) than it was for any other value of the normalized stress (where they took the activation energy to be 280 kJ mol À1 ). In contrast, this article found the activation energy to be around 400 kJ mol À1 at the highest values for the normalized stress but around 240 kJ mol À1 for all other values of the normalized stress. These differences suggest that creep is not predominantly determined by processes occurring within the lattice structure at these lowest stress values, as originally suggested by these authors. Over the normalized stress range 0.2 to 0.5, creep is predominantly determined by a single process with an activation energy of 240 kJ mol À1 . Below a normalized stress of 0.25, there is quite an abrupt change in the values for k 2 and v; in contrast, the changes in k 2 and v are more gradual for increases in the normalized stress above a value of 0.45. 3. When the new procedures outlined in this article were applied to 2.25Cr-1Mo steel, they produced more accurate and realistic looking long-term predictions of the minimum creep rate.
An important area for future work includes applying the methodology outlined in this article to other steel alloys to confirm whether this approach will also produce better long-term predictions for these materials and better understanding of the changing deformation mechanisms.
